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Vocabulary 

1 Complete the puzzle according to the pictures. 

 Across  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

        1     
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  4           

             

             
5         6   7 

             
             

       8      

             

             

 Down  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 Unscramble the verbs to complete the sentences below. 

 1. More than 50 people …………………… at the local hospital. (lonreuevt) 

 2. I’m working hard to …………………… my school marks. (evirpom) 

 3. Flowers need water and sunlight to …………………… . (vevsuir) 

 4. She held my arm to …………………… me from falling. (tenverp) 

 5. Did the dog …………………… his owner’s life? (aevs) 

 6. The inventor wants to …………………… a special microscope. (podevle) 

 7. Can I …………………… some money and give it back to you tomorrow? (robrow) 

 8. It’s important to …………………… the street at the traffic lights. (sorsc) 

4 5 6 8 

1 2 3 5 7 
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Grammar 

3 Complete the sentences with the verbs below. Use the Past Simple affirmative. 

hear  begin  teach  travel  see  close 

 1. Yesterday, our teacher …………………… us a beautiful song. 

 2. My cousins …………………… to India last month. 

 3. We …………………… a good film last week. 

 4. The shop …………………… at 1.00 yesterday. 

 5. We …………………… the news yesterday. 

 6. The exam …………………… an hour ago. 

4 Write sentences with the words below. Use the affirmative or negative form of the Past Simple  

to make them true for you. 

 1. My family / watch / TV / last night 

   ......................................................................................................  

 2. I / volunteer / last summer 

   ......................................................................................................  

 3. My friends and I / do / sport / last weekend 

   ......................................................................................................  

 4. My class / have / a test / last week 

   ......................................................................................................  

 5. I / fight / with my friend / yesterday 

   ......................................................................................................  

5 Complete the questions with the Past Simple form of the verbs in brackets.  

Then match the questions to the answers below. 

 1. What painting …………………… Vincenzo Peruggia …………………… (steal) in 1911? 

 2. When …………………… Hillary and Norgay …………………… (reach) the top of Mt Everest? 

 3. What …………………… Microsoft …………………… (develop)? 

 4. When …………………… the Wright brothers …………………… (invent) the aeroplane? 

 5. Where …………………… divers …………………… (find) the Titanic? 

 ...... a. In 1903. 

 ...... b. Windows 

 ...... c. the Mona Lisa 

 ...... d. At the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean. 

 ...... e. In May 1953. 



 Name:  ......................................................................................  

 1 

Vocabulary 

1 Look at the pictures of Bill’s life events and put the sentences in the correct order.  

Pay attention to the phrases in bold. 

 ...... a. In 1995, Bill and Kate got married. 

 ...... b. Bill and Kate met at a party and fell in love. 

 ...... c. Bill and Kate had a child. 

 ...... d. Bill and Kate got divorced five years after that. 

 ...... e. Bill received an award for his volunteer work. 

  

  

 

2 Complete the text with the words below. 

grew up  got a job  was born  joined  went to university  

fell in love  belonged  graduated  get married • died • moved 

Antoni Gaudí was a famous architect. He designed many buildings including 

the Sagrada Família in Barcelona. Gaudí 1.…………………… in 1852. He 
2.…………………… with his parents and four brothers and sisters in Reus. In 

1868, he 3.…………………… to Barcelona to study teaching. He 
4.…………………… the army in 1875. After that, he 5.…………………… to 

study architecture and he 6.…………………… in 1878. To pay for his studies, 

he 7.…………………… drawing pictures for architects. Gaudí enjoyed nature 

and spent a lot of time outdoors. He was a religious man and he 
8.…………………… to the Catholic Church. He 9.…………………… with 

Josefa Moreu but she didn’t love him and they didn’t 10.…………………… .  

In 1926, Gaudí was in a terrible accident. He 11.…………………… in hospital 

three days later. 

5 

4 3 

2 1 
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Grammar 

3 Complete the sentences with the affirmative or negative form of There was or There were. 

 1. …………………… a great game on TV last night. It was so exciting! 

 2. …………………… any nice clothes at the shops so I didn’t buy anything. 

 3. …………………… three new students in my class last year but this year there is only one. 

 4. …………………… any good programmes on TV last night so I went to bed early. 

 5. …………………… any bread so I didn’t make a sandwich. 

 6. …………………… a lot of people at the exhibition so it was difficult to see the pictures. 

4 Complete the questions with Was there or Were there. 

 1. …………………… an important football match? 

 2. …………………… thousands of people at the match? 

 3. …………………… a winning team? 

 4. …………………… fires in the city? 

 5. …………………… cold weather in the UK? 

 6. …………………… animals in the forests? 

5 Look at the headlines below and answer the questions from Exercise 4. 

    

 

 1.  ......................................................................................................  

 2.  ......................................................................................................  

 3.  ......................................................................................................  

 4.  ......................................................................................................  

 5.  ......................................................................................................  

 6.  ......................................................................................................  

THOUSANDS OF FANS WATCH. 

MANCHESTER UNITED WIN 

PREMIER LEAGUE. 

HOT WEATHER IN GREECE STARTS FOREST 

FIRES. MANY WILD ANIMALS FIGHT TO 

SURVIVE. 



 Name:  ...............................................................................................  

 1 

1 Write the words below in your own language. You can use a dictionary. 

 1. rope  …………………… 3. aquarium  …………………… 

 2. injury  …………………… 4. spine  …………………… 

2 Read the text about an amazing dolphin. Then complete the questions with  

Was there or Were there. Then match the questions to the answers. 

A Dolphin’s Tail 

One cold winter morning in 2005, Jim Savage went fishing in his small boat. Suddenly, 

he heard a terrible noise. What was it? He sailed his boat in the direction of the noise and 

he discovered a baby dolphin with a rope around her tail and head. The rope prevented 

the dolphin from swimming so Jim cut the rope, but the dolphin didn’t swim away. She 

had horrible injuries to her tail. Jim called for help and Teresa Mazza, a marine biologist, 

came. Jim and Teresa helped the dolphin reach the beach. She was very tired and she fell 

asleep in Teresa’s arms. After that, a special ambulance came and took the baby dolphin 

to Clearwater Marine Aquarium. 

People at the aquarium named the little dolphin Winter and took care of her. She survived 

the terrible experience but her tail didn’t survive. Winter learned to swim without a tail, 

but it was very difficult. She didn’t swim like other dolphins. Dolphins’ tails move up and 

down but Winter moved from side to side. The unusual movements weren’t good for 

Winter’s spine. Then, Kevin Carroll heard Winter’s story and volunteered to help. Kevin 

designs and builds artificial body parts for animals. He wanted to create the first artificial 

tail for a dolphin. Kevin and a team of experts worked for a year and a half to design the 

new tail and develop a special gel to attach it to Winter’s body. Winter worked hard and 

finally learned to swim with her new tail. 

Today, you can see Winter in a film about her story. It’s called Dolphin Tale and Winter 

is the star. 

 1. …………………… many people in Jim’s boat? … a. No, there wasn’t. 

 2. …………………… a terrible noise? … b. Yes, there were. 

 3. …………………… a net around the dolphin? … c. No, there weren’t. 

 4. …………………… any experts in Kevin’s team? … d. Yes, there was. 

3 Write questions with the words below. Use the Past Simple. 

 1. What / Jim / do / with the rope / ? 

   .........................................................................................................................................................  

 2. Why / Jim / call / for help / ? 

   .........................................................................................................................................................  

 3. Why / Winter / swim differently / from other dolphins / ? 

   .........................................................................................................................................................  

 4. What / Kevin Carroll / design / ? 

   .........................................................................................................................................................  

 5. How / Kevin / attach / the tail / to Winter / ? 

   .........................................................................................................................................................  
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4 Answer the questions in Exercise 3 according to the text. 

 1.  .........................................................................................................................................................  

 2.  .........................................................................................................................................................  

 3.  .........................................................................................................................................................  

 4.  .........................................................................................................................................................  

 5.  .........................................................................................................................................................  

5 Imagine you are interviewing a worker at Clearwater Marine Aquarium.  

Write five questions to ask him / her. 

 1.  .........................................................................................................................................................  

 2.  .........................................................................................................................................................  

 3.  .........................................................................................................................................................  

 4.  .........................................................................................................................................................  

 5.  .........................................................................................................................................................  
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 Vocabulary 

1 Complete the description of the pictures with the adjectives below. 

peaceful  elegant  rough  lively  isolated  dull 

       

 a …………………… sea a …………………… day 

 

               

 an …………………… farm an …………………… lady 

 

   

 a …………………… film a …………………… party 

2 Complete the words in the sentences below. 

 1. Don’t walk around the city at night. It isn’t … … f … . 

 2. Disney World is an i … … … … holiday destination for families. It’s perfect. 

 3. We had an amazing holiday. It was w … … … … … … … … ! 

 4. We can go sailing today because the sea is very … … … m. 

 5. We didn’t enjoy our holiday because the weather was t … … … … … … … . 

 6. Delhi is an … x … … … … … … … … … r … city – there are cows on the streets! 

 7. Going to hospital can be very f … … … … … … … … … … for a child. 

 8. We enjoyed the restaurant. It was very … l … … … n … . 

 9. I love sitting in a jacuzzi. It’s very r … … … … … … … . 

3 4 

5 6 

1 2 
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Grammar 

3 Look at the hotels. Complete the sentences with the comparative form of the adjectives below. 

Make affirmative or negative comparisons. 

   

clean  elegant  relaxing  large  peaceful 

 1. The Seaview is …………………… the Palace. 

 2. The Palace is …………………… the Seaview. 

 3. The Palace is …………………… the Seaview. 

 4. The Seaview is …………………… the Palace. 

 5. The Palace is …………………… the Seaview. 

4 Use to be and the superlative form to make affirmative or negative sentences. 

 1. Vatican City / small / country / in the world 

   ......................................................................................................  

 2. Mineral water / expensive / drink / on the menu 

   ......................................................................................................  

 3. The Death Road in Bolivia / dangerous / road / in the world 

   ......................................................................................................  

 4. Mout Teide / high / mountain / in Spain 

   ......................................................................................................  

 5. football / popular / sport / in the world 

   ......................................................................................................  

5 Complete the sentences.  Use the comparative or superlative form of the adjectives in brackets. 

 1. Buckingham Palace is …………………… (famous) Kew Palace. 

 2. July and August are …………………… (hot) months of the year. 

 3. The blue dress is …………………… (pretty) the pink one. 

 4. The Blue Whale is …………………… (big) sea mammal in the world. 

 5. Tibet is one of …………………… (extraordinary) places in the world. 

 6. Russia is …………………… (large) Canada. 

f 

3 
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 1 

Vocabulary 

1 Where can you find the following things? Match the pictures to the geographical features. 

  
 

   

 ...... a. coast ...... d. coral reef 

 ...... b. harbour ...... e. field 

 ...... c. rainforest ...... f. swamp 

2 Write the directions on the compass below. 

east  west  south  north 

 

  1. …………………… 

 2. ……………………  3. …………………… 

 

  4. …………………… 

3 Unscramble the letters to complete the sentences. 

 1. People ski on mountains and on …………………… . (cergilsa) 

 2. I fell into the …………………… and got wet. (armset) 

 3. In Acapulco, people dive from …………………… into the sea. (fcslfi) 

 4. It’s not safe to climb down a …………………… by yourself. (yoannc) 

 5. The …………………… in Switzerland is amazing. There are beautiful lakes and mountains. (eecynsr) 

 6. There aren’t any apples on the tree. They are all on the …………………… . (dgnuro) 

1 

6 5 4 

3 2 
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Grammar 

4 Look at the table and complete the sentences with (not) as … as. 

City Weather Temperature 

Madrid sunny 28°C 

Berlin cloudy 16°C 

Paris sunny 16°C 

Rome sunny 28°C 

Oslo stormy 10°C 

 1. In Madrid, it is …………………… (hot) in Rome. 

 2. In Berlin, it is …………………… (sunny) in Paris. 

 3. In Paris, it is …………………… (cool) in Berlin. 

 4. In Berlin, it is …………………… (cold) in Oslo. 

 5. In Oslo, the weather is …………………… (pleasant) in Madrid. 

5 Complete the sentences with too … or (not) … enough and the adjectives below. 

 1. Are you …………………… (brave) to jump out of an aeroplane? 

 2. She is …………………… (tall) to reach the book. Can you help her? 

 3. The harbour is …………………… (small) for that big ship. 

 4. I don’t want to go swimming today. I’m …………………… (tired). 

 5. I didn’t like the hotel. The rooms were …………………… (comfortable). 

6 Complete the text with the phrases below. 

big enough  the best  too hard  more exciting than  faster than 

Kayaking at Key West 

Last summer our family went to Florida. It was 1.…………………… holiday of 

my life. One day we went kayaking in Key West. The kayaks were 
2.…………………… for four people so we sat together. The water was very 

calm so it wasn’t 3.…………………… to kayak. We had a race with another 

family. At first, they were 4.…………………… us, but in the end, we won. I 

loved that day. I thought it was 5.…………………… our visit to Disney World! 

f 

3 



 Name:  ...............................................................................................  

 1 

1 Write the words below in your own language. You can use a dictionary. 

 1. Earth  …………………… 2. steep  …………………… 3. deep  …………………… 

2 Read the advert about the Galapagos Islands. Then complete the sentences with  

the comparative or superlative forms of the adjectives below. 

The Galapagos Islands 

Come and visit the Galapagos Islands, 1,000 km off the coast of Ecuador, in the Pacific Ocean. 

The islands are an ideal holiday destination for animal lovers. Come and see some of the most 

extraordinary animals on Earth, including whales, sharks, birds and reptiles. They arrived on the 

isolated Galapagos Islands thousands of years ago. Many of them are endemic – they live only 

on these islands and nowhere else in the world! 

There are 120 islands in the Galapagos. One of the most beautiful islands is Espanola, in the 

south. It isn’t easy to get here because crossing the sea can be rough. But once you are here, you 

can have a lot of fun. You can enjoy a peaceful day on the beach or go scuba diving in the deep 

blue sea. Espanola is also a favourite destination for animal lovers. Here you can see the famous 

marine iguana. It looks frightening with its big yellow eyes, but don’t worry – it’s very friendly 

and it only eats plants! 

Another interesting island is Isabela. It isn’t as old as Espanola but it’s the largest island in the 

Galapagos. It has got long coasts with steep cliffs and beautiful beaches. You can take a trip to 

the Wolf Volcano – the highest point in the Galapagos – and enjoy the extraordinary scenery. 

There are two seasons on the islands: the wet season and the dry season. The wet season is 

between December and May. It is warm and it often rains during this time. For bird lovers, this 

is an excellent time to visit the islands. They will see many unusual birds during this time of the 

year. The dry season, from June to December, is cooler and sunnier than the wet season. It is the 

best time to watch sea mammals because they are more active than in the wet season. So come 

to the Galapagos at any time! 

old  good  big  high  extraordinary  cool 

 1. Animals on the Galapagos Islands are some of …………………… animals in the world. 

 2. Espanola is …………………… Isabela. 

 3. Isabela is …………………… island in the Galapagos. 

 4. The Wolf Volcano is …………………… point on the islands. 

 5. July is …………………… January on the Galapagos Islands. 

 6. …………………… time to watch birds is during the wet season. 
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3 Answer the questions. 

 1. Where are the Galapagos Islands? ……………………………………………………………………… 

 2. Why are the animals on the islands extraordinary? …………………………………………………… 

 3. Why is it difficult to get to Espanola? …………………………………………………………………… 

 4. What can you do on Espanola? List three activities. ……………… ……………… ……………… 

 5. Why is it better to scuba dive in the dry season? ………………………………………………………… 

4 Imagine you are a tourist on the Galapagos Islands. Write an e-mail to a friend about your visit. 

 



 Name:  ......................................................................................  

 1 

Vocabulary 

1 Complete the sentences with the words below. 

gun  police officer  prison  fingerprints  criminal 

 1. The robber left some …………………… on the door. 

 2. The people in the bank were afraid because the robber had a …………………… . 

 3. The …………………… asked questions about the robber. 

 4. A picture of the …………………… was in the newspaper. 

 5. Finally, the robber went to …………………… . 

2 Complete the words in the sentences. Then complete the sentence below with the hidden word. 

 1. The r … … … … … … happened at the City Bank on High Street. 
 1 

 2. Detectives often i … … … … … … … … … … a crime for many months. 
 2 

 3. Two passengers h … … … … … … … the plane to Mexico. 
 3 

 4. I read a book about a famous m … … … … … . 
 4 

 5. The police a … … … … … … … him for stealing cars. 
 5 

 6. Janet used a big k … … … … to cut the cake. 
 6 

 7. Lawyers appear in … … u … … . 
 7 

 8. Some policemen carry a w … … p … … for protection. 
 8 

 The police found … … … … … … … … of the crime. 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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Grammar 

3 Complete the sentences with the verbs in brackets. Use the Past Continuous  

affirmative or negative. 

 1. Chris had no time to talk to me. He …………………… (study) for a test. 

 2. I …………………… (sleep) at 1.00 because a loud noise woke me up. 

 3. The children …………………… (sit) because they were tired after the long walk. 

 4. I didn’t take an umbrella because the sun …………………… (shine). 

 5. We …………………… (wait) for the bus because Dad drove us to school. 

4 Look at the pictures and complete the sentences with the verbs below. Use the  

Past Continuous affirmative or negative.  

shop  draw  talk  play  eat 

   

  

 1. Jack and Max …………………… a game on the computer. They …………………… basketball. 

 2. Maggie …………………… a sandwich. She …………………… an apple. 

 3. We …………………… for clothes. We …………………… for food. 

 4. Andrea and Ben …………………… to each other on Skype. They …………………… on their  

mobile phones. 

 5. Kyle …………………… in his notebook. He …………………… on the board. 

5 Complete the mini-dialogues below. Use the Past Continuous. 

 1. A:  ............................................................................................... ? 

  B: Yes, my brother was washing the car in the afternoon. 

 2. A: Where  ................................................................................... ? 

  B: Matt was looking for his dog in the park. 

 3. A:  ............................................................................................... ? 

  B: No, they weren’t planning a surprise party for you. 

 4. A: Why  ...................................................................................... ? 

  B: I was crying because I fell down. 

 5. A:  ............................................................................................... ? 

  B: No, I wasn’t working at 4.00. 

2 3 

4 5 

1 

f 

3 



 Name:  ......................................................................................  

 1 

Vocabulary 

1 Circle eight kinds of people related to crime in the puzzle. Then complete the sentences  

below with the words. 

b e s u s p e c t 

p x t e r g o f h 

o p a r d i n f i 

s e c g k d m o e 

p r i s o n e r f 

t t j e b o x g y 

h c u l a w y e r 

i i d r w n z r h 

e s g v i c t i m 

g t e a d i n a p 

 1. The security guards watched the dangerous …………………… carefully. 

 2. Mr Beatty is a good …………………… . He usually wins his cases. 

 3. The people in the court made a lot of noise. The …………………… told them to be quiet. 

 4. The police didn’t have enough evidence, so they couldn’t arrest the …………………… . 

 5. In the middle of the night, a …………………… stole 20 expensive watches from our shop. 

 6. Ken knows how to repair every kind of computer. He is an …………………… . 

 7. The …………………… copied a famous painting and sold it for a lot of money. 

 8. The policeman asked the …………………… what the robber looked like. 

2 Match A to B to complete the definitions. 

  A  B 

 1. A witness ...... a. decides if the person is guilty. 

 2. A forensic scientist ...... b. investigates crimes.  

 3. A jury ...... c. knows what happened because he was there. 

 4. A burglar ...... d. protects places from criminals. 

 5. A security guard ...... e. checks the evidence in a laboratory. 

 6. A detective ...... f. goes into people’s houses to steal. 
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Grammar 

3 Complete the questions with the verbs in brackets. Use the Past Simple or Past Continuous. 

 1. Where …………………… the robber …………………… (hide) when the  

police …………………… (arrive)? 

 2. Why …………………… Ellen …………………… (cry) while she  

…………………… (talk) on phone? 

 3. Why …………………… you …………………… (stand) outside when  

I …………………… (see) you at the shopping centre? 

 4. How fast …………………… Ted …………………… (drive) when he  

…………………… (win) the race? 

 5. What …………………… the children …………………… (do) while  

Mother …………………… (cook) dinner? 

4 Complete the answers with the correct verb in brackets. Use the Past Continuous.  

Then match the answers to the questions in Exercise 3. 

 ...... a. Because her boyfriend …………………… (fight / help) with her. 

 ...... b. They …………………… (learn / make) a mess in the living room. 

 ...... c. He …………………… (build / go) 100 kilometres an hour. 

 ...... d. Because I …………………… (wait / perform) for my sister. 

 ...... e. He …………………… (run / lie) under the bed. 

5 Complete the text with the verbs in brackets. Use the Past Simple or Past Continuous. 

The Bush family in Westlake, Ohio 1.…………………… (go) to sleep at night 

as usual last week. While they 2.…………………… (sleep), Sue Warren, a 

cleaning lady, 3.……………………  (enter) their house. They 
4.…………………… (not know) that she 5.…………………… (clean) the 

living room and kitchen while they 6.…………………… (lie) in their beds. In 

the morning, they 7.…………………… (find) a note from Warren. It said,  

“I cleaned your house. Please send me $75.” Mrs Bush immediately 
8.…………………… (call) the police. According to the police, Warren 
9.…………………… (not steal) anything while she 10.…………………… 

(work) in the Bush house. In the end, she had to pay $5,000 or go to prison. 

f3 



 Name:  ...............................................................................................  

 1 

 

1 Write the words below in your own language. You can use a dictionary. 

 1. hacker  …………………… 4. cybercrime  ……………………  

 2. fine  …………………… 5. break into  …………………… 

 3. take a risk  …………………… 

2 Read the text about a teen hacker. Then complete the sentences with the verbs in brackets 

according to the text. Use the Past Simple or Past Continuous, affirmative or negative. 

A Teen Hacker’s Story 

Owen Thor Walker from New Zealand is a computer expert. He works for a big company 

and his job is to make sure that hackers do not break into their computers. Walker is a hard-

working, responsible and honest worker, but his boss took a risk when he gave him his job. 

When Walker was a teenager, he was already very good with computers. He developed his 

computer skills by himself and became an expert in computer programming. But he didn’t 

experiment with computers just for fun. He knew how to break into computers and find 

people’s personal details. Walker didn’t steal money while he was hacking into other 

people’s computers, but he did help criminals break into computers of big companies. 

Walker wrote computer programs for them and they used these programs to steal millions 

of dollars from companies all over the world. 

In 2008, the police arrested Walker. He was a suspect in a serious crime. They thought 

Walker was stealing money and that he was also helping cybercriminals. In court, the judge 

understood that Walker wasn’t a thief so he didn’t send him to prison. In the end, Walker 

paid a large fine. 

Today, many ex-hackers work for big companies. Some of them were in prison for several 

years and now use their computer skills to prevent cybercrime. However, other companies 

do not think this is a good idea. They don’t want ex-hackers to work for them because they 

were criminals. What do you think? Should companies give ex-hackers jobs or is the risk 

too high? 

 1. Walker …………………… (get) a job with a big company. 

 2. Walker …………………… (learn) his computer skills at school. 

 3. Walker …………………… (find) people’s personal information while he …………………… (hack) 

into computers. 

 4. The criminals …………………… (use) Walker’s programs while they …………………… (steal) 

money from big companies. 

 5. The judge …………………… (think) that Walker was a criminal. 

 6. The ex-hackers …………………… (work) for big companies while they were in prison. 
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3 Answer the questions. 

 1. What does Walker do now?  ...........................................................................................................  

 2. Why did the police arrest Walker?  .................................................................................................  

 3. What was Walker’s punishment?  ...................................................................................................  

 4. What type of work do many ex-hackers do?  ..................................................................................  

4 What do you think Walker’s boss asked him in his job interview? Write four questions. 

 1.  .........................................................................................................................................................  

 2.  .........................................................................................................................................................  

 3.  .........................................................................................................................................................  

 4.  .........................................................................................................................................................  

 


